
Evaluating the Conditions of Women

 Two analytical problems - determining current trends and assessing ongoing diversities in 
civilizations - must be examined.  

 Western feminists assume or hope that the movement to equality will continue in the West 
and spread elsewhere.  
 Encouraging trends include the spread of education and voting rights, and declining birth 

rates.  
 The changes allow new employment and political opportunities.  

 Many significant inequalities persist:  
 Peasant women remain bound by traditional patriarchy and religious fundamentalism 

constrains change.  
 Developing economies often damaged existing women’s influence.  

 Some women do not accept Western standards and argue for different models for freedom 
conditioned by their own cultures.

Women's traditions and feminist challenges

A. Feminism and equal rights
   1. Status of women changed dramatically after WW II in industrialized states
   2. Women demanded full equality with men, access to education and employment
   3. Birth control enables women to control their bodies and avoid "biology destiny"
   4. U.S. Civil Rights Act of 1964 forbids discrimination on basis of race or sex

B. Gender equality in China
   1. Communist states often improved women's legal status
   2. Despite legal reforms, China's women have not yet gained true equality
   3. One-child policy encourages infanticide or abandonment of baby girls

C. Domesticity and abuse restricting rights of women in developing world
   1. Women in Arab and Muslim societies twice as likely as men to be illiterate
   2. Most Indian women illiterate (75 percent in 1980s) and confined at home
   3. "Dowry deaths" (“accident” when considered inadequate) common in India – 5000/yr; 
       burning of wives in Pakistan

D. Women leaders in South Asia
   1. Effective political leaders: Indira Gandhi (India) and Benazir Bhutto (Pakistan)
   2. Chandrika Bandaranaike Kumaratunga became president of Sri Lanka, 1994
   3. Democratic activist Aung Sang Suu Kyi received Nobel Peace Prize in 1991 when under 
       house arrest in Myanmar (Mr. Orwell’s Burma)


